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Could this little Koala be any cuter!  

No matter what type of fabric you love - solids for a Pop-Art Warhol effect, liberty and linens, 

contemporary brights, modern low-volume, batiks, tone-on-tone or scrappy – this quilt will look 

fabulous.  

This pattern is quick and easy. To make a larger quilt just sew a few extra blocks or add sashing 

and borders. 

One block makes an adorable pillow. 



YARDAGE FOR QUILT TOP AND BINDING (based on 44” wide fabric) 

For each 20” Koala block: 

1/4 yard or 1 Fat Quarter for background 

1/8 yard or small amount for ears 

1/8 yard or small amount for eyes and nose 

1/4 yard or 1 Fat Quarter for Koala head 

 

 

 

CUTTING DIAGRAM 

Cut all the rectangles and squares as shown in the diagram. 
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 

Use the “Stitch and Flip” method for creating the half-square triangle corners. Place a small square on 

the appropriate corner of the larger piece of fabric with right sides together. Draw with pencil (or other 

marking tool) a diagonal line from corner to corner (Figure 1). Sew on the line (Figure 2). Tip: Sew a 

thread’s width from the line (towards the corner you will trim off) to give you an extra smidge of fabric for 

when you flip the triangle. 

       

Trim the seam allowance to ¼” (Figure 3). Flip triangle. Press seam open. 

Tip: If you find that your “stich and flip” technique is less than perfect trim away excess (refer to the 

finished dimensions of the unit) (Figure 4). 

Construct units as shown below. Press all seams open. 

Koala Ears: after you have sewn and trimmed the “Stitch and Flip” pieces to the ears fabric, cut a 

diagonal line from the top corner of the block to the point of the half-square triangle piece as shown in 

Figures 5a,b. Please note the right ear is a mirror image of the one shown below. 

   

Koala Forehead: with a pencil mark a dot 3¼” from the top edge of the forehead piece. Cut from this 

mark to the bottom corner, as shown in Figures 6a,b,c. 

     

When you sew the “ears” to the “forehead” section make sure you offset the units to ensure correct 

alignment once they are sewn. 

Tip: The distance from the edge of the fabric to the sewing line is your ¼” seam allowance, therefore, 

the offset equals the exact place where your sewing needle enters the fabric and the two fabrics meet 

(Figures 8a,b). This is useful to know for sewing any pieces together – no matter how odd the angles. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

Fig. 5a Fig. 5b 

Fig. 6a Fig. 6b Fig. 6c 



 

Figure 9 below shows the position of the needle in relation to the fabric in order to get a ¼” seam 

allowance (I have removed the presser foot to show you a clear view). 

Tip: Since you are working with bias edges use aboutpins to stabilize the edge of this unit. 

       

An irregular angle is produced when sewing the ears and forehead units together, therefore, your seams 

will not be aligned perfectly at the intersection where they meet the bottom section (Figure 10). 

 

SEWING DIAGRAM 
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Fig. 8a Fig. 8b Fig. 9 Fig. 10 


